ESN SALENTO

ESN SALENTO is a student society set up by Italian students to help all Erasmus students studying at the University of Salento. Through our activities we aim to MAKE YOU FEEL AT HOME! We will HELP YOU in dealing with telephone companies and searching for a flat, so that you may find accommodation according to your needs. We also organise many different trips and many other activities and events. We will help you to solve any difficulties you could encounter in Lecce.

We are looking forward to seeing you here!!!

IMPORTANT!
We urge you to inform us of your arrival at least one week in advance.

Once you are in Lecce, the University Erasmus Office gives you the opportunity to be accommodated in a B&B at a reduced rate JUST FOR THE FIRST 5 DAYS: €12 per day instead of the full price of €30
If you are travelling with relatives or friends, they are required to pay the full price.

CONTACTS

RICCARDO FAVALE +393284077784
ADRIANO LECCE +393207951031
PIETRO PUTIGNANO +393284823476
CLARISSA CARLUCCIO +393283474363
MASSIMILIANO MACRI’ +393884777596
DANIELE CIRILLO +393405975225
MARCO PANICO +393286979794

esnsalentolisa lecce@esn.it

esnsalento

Palazzo Codacci Pisanelli
Piazza Arco di Trionfo, 1 - Lecce